May 24, 2021
Ann E. Misback, Secretary
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
20th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20551
RE:

Proposed Guidelines for Evaluating Requests for Accounts and Services
Docket No. OP-1747 [Revised]

Dear Ms. Misback:
I direct the Center for Monetary and Financial Alternatives at the Cato Institute, a
non‐profit, non‐partisan public policy think tank funded by private donations. Cato
does not represent any industry or other special interest group. Its policy positions
reflect its own experts’ opinions concerning matters in which they have no direct
pecuniary interest. The opinions I express here are entirely mine.
I’m grateful to the Federal Reserve Board for allowing me to comment on its proposed
guidelines to evaluate requests for accounts and services at Federal Reserve Banks.
Among other things, the Board asks prospective commentators whether its proposed
guidelines “are sufficiently clear and appropriate to achieve their intended purpose,”
whether other criteria “may be relevant to evaluate accounts and services requests,”
whether the proposed guidelines will “support responsible financial innovation,” and
whether it “should consider other steps or actions to facilitate the review of requests
for accounts and services in a consistent and equitable manner.”
Guidelines Are an Essential Step
Before taking up these questions, I wish to commend the Federal Reserve Board for
recognizing the need for “a more transparent and consistent approach” to evaluating
requests for master accounts from holders of special-purpose depository institution
charters, and for proposing such an approach.
I agree wholeheartedly with the Board’s aim of having “the Reserve Banks apply a
consistent set of guidelines when reviewing such access requests…to facilitate
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equitable treatment across institutions,” and I believe that the proposed guidelines
represent an important step toward this end. However, I also believe that the
guidelines can be made more conducive than they are at present to encouraging
beneficial financial innovations, and that this can be done without increasing the risk
of financial instability and without complicating the conduct of monetary policy.
Financial Innovation and Fintech Master Accounts
As Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank President Loretta Mester observed last November,
the digitalization of finance “holds the promise of increasing the efficiency,
productivity, and inclusiveness of the financial sector, thereby increasing the
economic welfare of households and businesses.” 1 Digital financial service providers
other than traditional banks, or fintechs, have often led the way in such digitalization,
helping thereby to achieve substantial worldwide gains in financial inclusion. 2
Fintechs are also likely to be the main source of future digital-finance innovations,
and especially so if they can compete effectively, on truly a level playing field, with
ordinary banks.
The Board has elsewhere made clear its own commitment “to supporting responsible
innovation, both by the firms we regulate directly, and in the financial market
broadly.” 3 Many of the innovative services fintechs offer, or may offer in the future,
depend on their having access to the Federal Reserve’s wholesale settlement services.
At present, many fintechs secure such access indirectly, using traditional banks as
their agents. This arrangement obliges them to rely on rival payment-service
providers in order to be able to compete with them, while also placing them at a cost
disadvantage relative to those rivals. Furthermore, because it means having an
additional legal entity involved in the settlement process, it leads to longer settlement
delays, tying-up capital in unsettled transactions.
To the extent that fintechs are able to gain the same direct access to the Fed’s
wholesale purchases that ordinary banks enjoy, they can operate more efficiently, and
compete more effectively with those banks in providing alternative retail products
and services. Many foreign central banks have already taken steps to grant fintechs
Loretta J Mester, “Fintech, Bitgtech, and Financial Inclusion.” Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland. Available
at https://www.clevelandfed.org/en/newsroom-and-events/speeches/sp-20201109-fintech-bigtech-andfinancial-inclusion.aspx
2
For a detailed review of fintech developments that promote financial inclusion, see the April 2020 BIS
report on “Payment Aspects of Financial Inclusion in the Fintech Era.” Available at
https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d191.pdf
3
See https://www.federalreserve.gov/aboutthefed/innovation.htm
1
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such access. Although the risks involved in taking this step justify proceeding cautiously,
as the Bank of England observed in announcing its own decision to give “non-bank
payment service providers” direct access to its wholesale settlement services, doing so can
ultimately enhance financial stability by
•
•
•

creating more diverse payment arrangements with fewer single points of failure;
identifying and developing new risk-reducing technologies; and
expanding the range of transactions that can take place electronically and be
settled in central bank money. 4

At present, fintechs that are not and do not wish to become full-service banks are only
able to apply for Reserve Bank master accounts after securing special purpose or “novel”
depository-institution (“bank”) charters. 5 Such charters are offered by the OCC as well as
by some state banking authorities. The Board does not propose to change this eligibility
condition, and it isn’t clear whether the Federal Reserve Act allows for any change. The
limited availability of special-purpose charters, and the far from lenient conditions
fintechs must meet to obtain them, already make it very difficult for most fintechs to
qualify for Fed master accounts. For that reason, if the Board wishes to encourage
financial innovation, it is essential that the guidelines for granting such accounts to
eligible fintechs not be unnecessarily burdensome.
In the remainder of this letter, I will argue that some aspects of the Board’s proposed
guidelines make them needlessly burdensome to many actual and potential specialpurpose master account applicants. I will also suggest ways in which I believe this
unnecessary burden might safely be lightened.
Clarity Should Include Some Degree of Certainty
Under the current master account review procedures, the time Reserve Banks may take to
reach their decisions is left entirely to their discretion. Consequently, an applicant cannot
rule out being kept waiting, not just for many months, but indefinitely, for a decision.
Bank of England, “Bank of England Extends Direct Access to RTGS Accounts to Non-bank Payment
Service Providers.” Press Release, July 2017. Available at https://www.bankofengland.co.uk//media/boe/files/news/2017/july/boe-extends-direct-access-to-rtgs-accounts-to-non-bank-paymentservice-providers.pdf The most comprehensive survey thus far of ways in which fintechs can either promote
or pose additional risks to financial stability is still the June 2017 Financial Stability Board report on
“Financial Stability Implications from FinTech.” Available at https://www.fsb.org/wpcontent/uploads/R270617.pdf
5
So far, Varo Bank is the only fintech to have secured a de-novo full-service national bank charter from the
OCC, having been granted it last July. In February, LendingClub, a fintech company that offers personal
loans online, secured such a charter by purchasing an established national bank. OCC, “Acting Comptroller
of the Currency Presents Varo Bank, N.A. Its Charter.” News Release, July 2020. Available at
https://www.cato.org/cato-journal/spring/summer-2021
4
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Because the cost of enduring a long delay might itself discourage potential applicants,
leaving the length of the review process entirely to Reserve Bank’s discretion can
prove contrary to the Board’s goal of encouraging financial innovation. Unfortunately,
the proposed guidelines do not address this undesirable feature of the status quo.
Including among the guidelines a prospective timeline for Reserve Banks’ decision
process, however speculative, would be a considerable improvement. 6
More importantly, the proposed guidelines consist of many necessary conditions for
having master account applications approved, with no intimation of sufficient ones.
“These guidelines,” the Board’s proposal states, “broadly outline considerations for
evaluating access requests but are not intended to provide assurance that any specific
institution will be granted an account and services.” Although it is understandable
that the Board may not wish to offer any absolute guarantee of success, it might
nonetheless indicate particular conditions which, if met, make it especially likely that
a request will be granted. A complementary revision would require Reserve Banks to
justify their denial of applicants meeting these conditions, making such denials the
exception rather than the rule.
One Size Doesn’t Fit All
With rare exceptions, the Fed routinely grants master accounts to banks and credit
unions possessing ordinary bank charters and insured by the FDIC. The rationale for
having firms holding special-purpose charters meet special requirements to obtain
such accounts consists of the fact that those special-purpose charters typically subject
their holders to less-stringent regulation than holders of ordinary bank charters, in
part by making it unnecessary for them to insure their deposits. That exemption
allows some special-purpose banks to operate with capital levels below the FDIC’s
requirements, though not necessarily below those of traditional or full-service state
banks. 7
Since it opened its own settlement facilities to “non-bank Payment Service Providers” several years ago,
the Bank of England has “found that it takes around 12 months from submission of a ‘Letter of Intent’ from
a non-bank PSP to go-live,” with the specific delay depending on applicants’ “readiness at the point of
application,” among other factors. Although experience alone will allow the Reserve Banks to determine
how long their own review processes will take, some reasonable, ballpark estimate or goal would still be a
valuable addition to the present, proposed guidelines. Bank of England, “Access to UK Payment Schemes
for Non-Bank Payment Service Providers.” December 2019. Available at https://www.bankofengland.co.uk//media/boe/files/markets/other-market-operations/accessfornonbankpaymentserviceproviders.pdf
7
In 2013 the FDIC, OCC, and Federal Reserve Board all adopted uniform minimum capital requirements
based on the Basel III guidelines. Until recently, the understanding had been that all non-special-purpose
national banks save national trust banks must be FDIC insured. However, the OCC is presently considering
granting a full-service national bank charter to Figure Bank, a Nevada-based fintech that plans to accept
6
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According to spokesmen for traditional banks, were the Fed to award master accounts
to fintechs and other firms with special-purpose charters without compelling them to
be insured or otherwise subjecting them to bank-like regulatory requirements, it
would be giving them an unfair advantage. In particular, the bankers, besides
opposing special charters themselves, would have the Fed insist that holders of those
charters maintain approximately the same capital cushions insured banks are required
to have. In short, banking industry representatives assert that unless fintechs and
traditional banks are subject to similar regulations, granting the former master
accounts is inconsistent with having them compete on a “level playing field.”
But this argument is valid only assuming that all potential master account applicants,
which is to say all firms that manage to acquire any sort of “bank” charter, expose the
Fed and the financial system as a whole to the same risks. This would be so if they all
engaged, or intended to engage, in similar activities. But that is seldom the case for
fintechs. Most fintechs seek “bank” charters, not so they can replicate ordinary banks’
bundle of services, but because they wish to supply a subset of such services, and
having Fed master accounts will assist them in doing so.
As Cornell Law Professor Dan Awrey argues in a recent working paper, by
“unbundling” the various services conventional banks offer, more specialized fintechs
can perform some of those services without taking the same risks conventional banks
take. 8 For this reason, in seeking to limit “the risks that may arise when an institution
gains access to accounts and services,” including “risks to the Reserve Banks, to the
payment system, to the financial system, and to the effective implementation of
monetary policy,” the Board should ask, not whether the holder of a special-purpose
charter has as much capital as ordinary banks must have, or whether it is otherwise
held to the same regulatory standards, such as having to be insured by the FDIC, but
whether the standards it does meet are adequate to sufficiently limit the risks
associated with its particular business plans. In other words, as Loretta Mester
deposits, without requiring it secure FDIC insurance, because Figure only plans to take deposits in blocks of
at least $250,000, awhile the FDIC only insures accounts below that amount. All state-chartered Federal
Reserve member banks apart from trust funds must “possess capital stock and surplus in an amount equal
to that which would be required for the establishment of a national banking association” unless they have
acquired or have been approved for FDIC insurance. FDIC-insured nonmember state banks must meet the
same minimum requirements. The nonmember state banks of several states (e.g., Connecticut) need not be
insured provided they do not accept deposits, and so needn’t satisfy the same capital requirements to which
other non-special-purpose banks are subject. However, they are generally subject to the state-imposed
capital requirements as their deposit-taking counterparts.
8
Dan Awrey, “Unbundling Banking, Money, and Payments.” European Corporate governance Institute, Law
Working Paper No. 565/2021, February 2021. Available at
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3776739
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remarked last fall, “Existing regulatory and supervisory structures…need to adapt to keep
up with the new ways that financial services are being delivered and the new players
delivering them.” The Reserve Banks’ master account approval guidelines clearly qualify
as “existing regulatory structures.”
BPI (the Bank Policy Institute), which represents the nation’s largest commercial banks,
has been the most vocal opponent of both special-purpose “bank” charters and the
granting of Fed master accounts to firms that secure such charters. According to it, and to
most authorities, “Banking at its core is the business of funding illiquid assets—loans—
with highly liquid liabilities—deposits.” 9 In other words, traditional banks borrow short
and lend long, and may find themselves insolvent or illiquid because of this. That is why
traditional banks are subject to very strict capital and liquidity requirements. It is also
why full-service national banks must be insured by the FDIC.
Most fintechs, in contrast, do not combine deposit taking and lending; and many don’t
engage in any sort of maturity transformation. Some, including peer-to-peer and other
“marketplace” lenders, extend credit, but do not fund their lending with, or even take,
deposits. 10 Strictly “custodial” fintechs also don’t take deposits. 11 Others, including money
transmitters, payment processors and cryptocurrency exchanges, accept dollar deposits
from their clients to be remitted to others, but do not invest them in risky assets for the
brief intervals in which they possess them. It is not generally the case, therefore, as BPI
elsewhere claims, that in acquiring special-purpose charters for the sake of qualifying for
Fed master accounts “fintechs are trying to act like [traditional] banks while avoiding the
supervisory and regulatory framework that applies to actual banks.” 12
BPI Staff, “A Primer on Bank Liquidity.” August 2019. Available at https://bpi.com/a-primer-on-bankliquidity/
10
According to a 2017 DTCC report on “Fintech and Financial Stability” (p. 8), “While some fintech
companies use their own balance sheet for the provision of credit or other services, most do not at this time
– either because they rely on funding from banks or other financial institutions, or because their activities
do not require credit or liquidity provision. As such, the impact of fintech on financial contagion through
the credit or liquidity channel is likely to be relatively small right now, but this must be watched as the
sector evolves.” A careful reading of the 2017 Financial Stability Board report on “Financial Stability
Implications for Fintech” likewise makes clear that fintechs that do not engage in maturity transformation
pose far fewer risks than others. DTCC, “Fintech and Financial Stability.” October 2017. Available at
https://www.dtcc.com/~/media/Files/PDFs/Fintech%20and%20Financial%20Stability.pdf; Financial
Stability Board, “Financial Stability Implications from FinTech.” June 2017. Available at
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/R270617.pdf
11
The OCC has granted “national trust bank” charters to three cryptocurrency firms so far, the most recent
being Paxos, which received its charter late last month. Although national trust banks, of which there are
over fifty in all, are members of the Federal Reserve system and therefore eligible for Fed master accounts,
they do not have to be insured. The Fed’s treatment of trust banks is a good example of “adaptive”
regulation applied to master account eligibility rules.
12
BPI Staff, “FinTech Access to Fed Accounts and the Nation’s Payments Systems: A Primer.” May 2021.
Available at https://bpi.com/fintech-access-to-fed-accounts-and-the-nations-payments-systems-a-primer/
9
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A Modest Proposal: Fast-Lane Master Accounts for “Narrow” Fintechs
In light of the above considerations, I hope the Board will consider a suggestion I’ve
sketched elsewhere for improving its master account review guidelines. 13 The proposal
is very simple: let the guidelines include a “fast approval lane” for “narrow” specialpurpose “banks” that don’t engage in any maturity transformation, meaning those
that either don’t take U.S. dollar deposits at all or agree to fully back any dollar
deposits they take with 100-percent master account balances. Allowing fast-lane
treatment for such “narrow” master account seekers seems fully consistent with
Reserve Banks right, as indicated in the proposed guidelines, to
impose (at the time of account opening, granting access to service, or any time
thereafter) obligations relating to, or conditions or limitations on, use of the
account or services as necessary to limit operational, credit, legal, or other risks
posed to the Reserve Banks, the payment system, financial stability or the
implementation of monetary policy or to address other considerations.
The proposed “fast lane” option resembles one of the Bank of England’s conditions for
granting settlement accounts to non-bank Payment Service Providers: although
hundreds of fintechs are potentially eligible for Bank of England settlement accounts,
the Bank only grants such accounts to those that “do not undertake maturity
transformation activities.” 14 However, my proposal would not altogether rule-out
master accounts for maturity-transforming applicants with special purpose charters. It
only means that they would have to undergo a more involved and time-consuming
evaluation process. 15
I am also not proposing that “narrow” special-purpose banks should not be subject to
any further requirements to qualify for master accounts: the Board need not be
satisfied with the standards set either by the OCC or by any state banking authority.
However, these additional requirements should also reflect the significantly reduced
risks such narrow institutions pose, and should be specified in such a way as will allow

George Selgin, “Keeping Fintech’s Promise: A Modest Proposal.” The Hill, May 2021. Available at
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/552614-keeping-fintechs-promise-a-modest-proposal
14
Bank of England, “Access to UK Payment Schemes for Non-Bank Payment Service Providers.” December
2019. Available at https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/markets/other-marketoperations/accessfornonbankpaymentserviceproviders.pdf
15
I am also not suggesting that the fintech “fast lane” should necessarily be faster than the “lane” for
depository institutions with ordinary charters. My argument is that both of these lanes should be faster
than that for special-purpose banks that do not qualify as “narrow.”
13
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prospective narrow-bank applicants that abide by them to be reasonably certain that
they stand a good chance of having their applications approved in a timely manner.
The Kraken and Avanti Cases
Two examples of the sort of fintech that would benefit from the proposed “fast lane”
treatment are Kraken Financial and Avanti Bank. Kraken Financial, a division of
Kraken, a cryptocurrency and bitcoin exchange, received one of Wyoming’s Special
Purpose Depository Institution (SPDI) charters last September; Avanti Bank, which
seeks to offer cryptocurrency custodial services, secured its own Wyoming SPDI
charter soon after. Both subsequently applied to the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas
for master accounts. Their applications are still under consideration.
Unlike ordinary banks, Wyoming’s SPDIs are not required to have deposit insurance. 16
This exemption means that, although they are subject to minimum capital
requirements, 17 can operate with less capital than the FDIC requires, while avoiding
the (not inconsiderable) risk of being either turned down or kept in limbo by the
FDIC even if they appear to meet its regulatory standards. 18
But it doesn’t follow that either SPDI will pose a greater risk to the financial system
than an ordinary bank, because Wyoming SPDIs are also “generally prohibited from
making loans with customer deposits [and] must at all times maintain unencumbered
level 1 high-quality liquid assets valued at 100% or more of their depository liabilities.”
In response to criticism from BPI, pointing out that even these level-1 assets may
Wyoming’s Banking Statutes (13-2-103) provide that “All banks, except special purpose depository
institutions, shall obtain insurance of their deposits by the United States and shall subscribe for insurance
of deposit accounts by the federal deposit insurance corporation (FDIC). Wyo. Stat. § 13-2-103. Available at
https://wyoleg.gov/statutes/compress/title13.pdf
17
Besides a statutory minimum capital requirement of $5 million, Wyoming’s Division of Banking states
“that a prospective SPDI should consider 1.25–1.75% of proposed assets under management/assets under
custody (off-balance sheet assets) or $10,000,000—whichever is greater—as an appropriate minimum
requirement for chartering.” State of Wyoming Depart of Audit. (2020) “Special Purpose Depository
Institutions: Capital Requirement Guidance.” Division of Banking. Available at
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=d3lvLmdvdnxiYW5raW5nfGd4OjU0N2ZmZGRjZmY1
MmUwNGU
18
According to David Zaring (p. 1445), although the OCC awarded charters to fourteen banks between 2001
and 2017, and all those institutions at once applied for FDIC insurance, which they were required to have as
a condition for opening, as of the later year the FDIC had yet to make a decision on any of their
applications, prompting then-Acting OCC Comptroller Keith Noreika to complain that the FDIC just let
their applications “hang out there forever, so that the organizers wasted all their money trying to get
insurance, and then they gave up.” It is this sort of abuse of discretion that I hope the Board will avoid by
making timeliness of assessment procedures a feature of its proposed guidelines. David Zaring,
“Modernizing the Bank Charter.” William & Mary Law Review, Vol. 61, Issue 5, 2020. Available at
https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3860&context=wmlr
16
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expose SPDIs to interest-rate risk, Wyoming’s Banking Division has since proposed
that SPDIs be allowed to invest in liquid government and agency level-1 securities
only. 19
As a practical matter, assuming their master account balances bear interest at the
same rate as ordinary bank reserves, it should not matter much to Kraken or Avanti
whether they can hold some “cash” in the form of level-1 government and agency
securities or must maintain 100-percent master account backing for their dollar
deposits. The difference in returns is slight; and these firms’ clients are generally
looking, not for any return on their briefly-held deposits, but for convenient
cryptocurrency exchange and custodial services. Consequently, although Wyoming’s
law may not require it, it is doubtful that either firm would mind fully backing its
deposits with master account balances if doing so would improve its chances of
receiving a master account, while simplifying and hastening the application
assessment process.
Some Proposed Requirements may be Unnecessary for “Narrow” Applicants
The Board’s proposed guidelines include requirements that appear unnecessary for
“narrow” applicants, yet would not automatically be met by them. As part of the
proposed “fast lane” approval process for “narrow” master account applicants, the
Board should consider relaxing these.
As the now substantial literature on narrow banking makes clear, in its 1oo-percent
reserve form, with no maturity transformation or interest rate risk, narrow banking
does away with any need for either deposit insurance or substantial capital
requirements. 20 Narrow banking also makes other precautions meant to guard against
a master account holder’s insolvency, several of which are included in the proposed
guidelines, redundant. For example, the guidelines call for Reserve Banks to “clearly
identify all risks that may arise related to the institution’s business” (my emphasis).
BPI Staff, “Beware the Kraken.” October 2020. Available at https://bpi.com/beware-the-kraken/;
Wyoming Department of Audit. (2021) “Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules.” Available at
https://wyoleg.gov/arules/2012/rules/ARR21-013P.pdf
20
According to Ronnie J. Phillips and Alessandro Roselli, for example, narrow banking would “make
checkable deposits as safe a means of payment as currency presently issued by the Fed, but without the
need for the elaborate supervisory and regulatory structure required when federal deposit insurance and
the discount window are part of the financial safety net.” Capital requirements could also be lower for
narrow banks “assuming government securities backing the narrow bank have near zero maturity.” Fullreserve backing would presumably warrant especially low requirements. Ronnie J. Phillips and Alessandro
Roselli, “How to Avoid the Next Taxpayer Bailout of the Financial System: The Narrow Banking Proposal.”
Networks Financial Institute Policy Brief, August 2009. Available at
https://www.indstate.edu/business/sites/business.indstate.edu/files/Docs/2009-PB-05_Phillips_Roselli.pdf
19
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They also require that applying firms have “adequate capital to continue as a going
concern and to meet its current and projected operating expenses under a range of
scenarios.” Such requirements make sense when an account applicant’s failure would
pose “risks to the Reserve Banks, to the payment system, to the financial system, and
to the effective implementation of monetary policy.” But they may not be needed for
at least some “narrow” fintechs, which might fail without posing any risk that their
dollar obligations will not be fully met. A cryptocurrency custodian, for example,
might have its custodial accounts hacked, exposing its custodial clients to potential
losses. Yet so long as its U.S. dollar deposits are fully backed by Fed account balances,
its failure need not put any strain on the U.S. dollar-based payments and financial
system.
Make Requirements Charter-Specific
One relatively straightforward way in which the Board might have avoided subjecting
master account applicants to unnecessary or redundant requirements would be to
treat possession of any special-purpose charter as itself satisfying certain
requirements, depending on which sort of charter. The Board and Reserve Banks
could, in other words, subject bank charter types themselves to a sort of “approval”
process, and then stipulate additional requirements for applicants equipped with each
charter type, with relaxed requirements in each case for “narrow” applicants.
Although this procedure would have the Fed ride “piggyback” on chartering agencies’
regulatory requirements, it would not have it defer to those agencies. Nor is it meant
to preclude having the Reserve Banks exercise their own due diligence by separately
determining whether applicants are conforming to their charters’ requirements.
This “piggyback” approach could greatly simplify the master-account applicationapproval process, for by doing away with all redundant requirements it would allow
the Reserve Banks to devote their assessment efforts to the Board’s additional
requirements only. Because the number of charter types is relatively small, it could
ultimately save both the Fed itself and banks applying for accounts much time and
trouble. Provided those extra requirements are such as will make the full regulatory
burden any applying “bank” must satisfy (which may be less but not more than what it
must actually bear) roughly the same regardless of what charter it holds, this
procedure would also ensure more equitable treatment of similar special-purpose
banks possessing different types of charters.
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Commercial-Bank Disintermediation Risk
Paradoxically, the very safety of Fed master account balances that would prevent the
failure of a narrow fintech from posing undue payment or financial system risk may
make the granting of such accounts to fintechs dangerous for a very different reason:
should their dollar deposits appear more attractive than deposits at commercial
banks, fintech depositories might attract such a large flow of funds previously directed
to commercial banks as would subject the latter to an disintermediation crisis. This
could happen either because fintech balances pay more interest than ordinary bank
deposits, or because holders of ordinary bank deposits, and of less than fully insured
deposits especially, worry that their banks might fail.
Several passages in the proposed guidelines address this other danger. “The extent to
which the institution’s use of a Reserve Bank account and services,” one says, “might
restrict funds from being available to support the liquidity needs of other
institutions.” Another says that Reserve Banks should consider the extent to which,
especially during times of financial or economic stress, access to an account and
services by an institution itself (or a group of like institutions) could affect deposit
balances across U.S. financial institutions more broadly and whether any resulting
movements in deposit balances could have a deleterious effect on U.S. financial
stability.” Still another adds that the risk of a disintermediation crisis will be especially
great “if a non-commercial bank master account holder is not subject to capital
requirements similar to a federally-insured institution.”
Having warned of this disintermediation risk myself (though with reference to
proposals for personal Fed accounts or Fed “digital currency”), I understand that the
Fed’s master account guidelines must take it into account. 21 However, it is a danger
few fintechs pose. Many receive dollars only for the sake of completing their clients’
payments requests, rather than to be kept on deposit. The U.S. dollar deposits such
fintechs have on hand at any time are minimal deposits needed to perform their
payment-related functions. To the extent that fintechs receive and hold deposits only
for such purposes, they don’t pose any substantial disintermediation risk.
“Pass-Through Investment Entities” (“PTIEs”) like The Narrow Bank (TNB) are quite
distinct from fintechs in this regard. Their sole raison d’être is to allow investors to
take advantage of the fact that the interest rate paid on Fed master accounts
George Selgin, “Central Bank Digital Currency as a Potential Source of Financial Instability.” Cato Journal,
May 2020. Available at https://www.cato.org/cato-journal/spring/summer-2021/central-bank-digitalcurrency-potential-source-financial-instability
21
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sometimes exceeds the yield on other safe, short-term securities. PTIEs exist for the
sole purpose of giving their clients (in TNB’s case, mutual funds) direct access to that
interest return, by accepting their deposits and investing them in Fed master account
balances. Because they are a special case, PTIEs may well merit special scrutiny, or
extra conditions, for master account approval. But it would be wrong to impose the
same conditions on all fintech master account applicants.
Because it may not always be clear whether a master account applicant use its master
account to offer pass-through investment services, the Reserve Bank’s guidelines
could stipulate that, to qualify for fast-lane treatment, master accounts applicants
must agree to use their dollar assets for payment purposes only, and not as substitutes
for commercial bank deposits. The Bank of England includes such a stipulation among
its own conditions for granting a settlement account to a non-bank “Payment Service
Provider” or PSP:
A settlement account is not a traditional commercial account. A settlement
account is only used to settle the payment obligations arising from payment
schemes which settle at the Bank. A non-bank PSP will still require commercial
bank relationships in order to undertake its commercial banking needs
including making other types of payments, financing and investments. 22
A Fintech Master Account “Fast Lane” and the OCC’s Special Purpose Charter
Besides its other advantages, the “fast lane” treatment I propose for “narrow” fintech
master account applicants would be a natural complement to the OCC’s actual and
proposed special-purpose charters for “narrow” national banks.
Although several fintechs are operating with or have secured special purpose charters
from state banking authorities, for many, such state charters are far from ideal,
because their business models call for them to do business across the country, while
state charters make this possible only if they secure separate money-transmission
licenses from each of the states they wish to do business in. In contrast, a national
charter granted by the OCC preempts state money transmission laws, automatically
allowing its holder to serve clients in all 50 states. One fintech offering custodial
services has secured an OCC national trust bank charter, while two others have had
It is worth noting that the amendments to SPDI charter rules recently proposed by Wyoming’s Banking
Division include the following clauses: “A special purpose depository institution shall not engage in a
narrowly focused business model that involves taking deposits from institutional investors and investing all
or substantially all of the proceeds in balances within the Federal Reserve System or similar means as a
pass-through investment entity.” Wyoming Department of Audit. (2021) “Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules.”
Available at https://wyoleg.gov/arules/2012/rules/ARR21-013P.pdf
22
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their applications for such charters conditionally approved, but these cases are
controversial. 23 Otherwise, until quite recently, most other fintechs could only secure
national charters by becoming full-service banks, and meeting all the regulatory
burdens this entailed.
It was owing to its desire to have limited-purpose fintechs take advantage of its
national charters that the OCC began accepting applications for what it calls “special
purpose narrow bank” (SPNB) charters in 2018. 24 According to its guidelines for
evaluating these applications, its SPNB charters are only available to fintechs that
“have nontraditional or limited business models, do not take deposits, and rely on
funding sources different from those relied on by insured banks.” 25 While fintechs
offering payment services can apply for the OCC’s SPNB charter, its absolute
prohibition of deposit taking makes it most suitable for fintech lenders. Last June
then-Comptroller Brian Brooks announced that the OCC planned to create yet
another special-purpose charter designed for fintechs offering payments services,
which receive and hold clients’ funds in anticipation of transferring them to others.
These OCC efforts have met with considerable resistance. The SPNB charter has for
some time now been mired in litigation launched by New York’s Department of
Financial Services, 26 while the payments charter, which state authorities have also
criticized, 27 remains a proposal only, which may or may not be pursued by the current
The charters are controversial because their holders do not necessarily plan to offer custodial services in a
fiduciary capacity, as is the case for other national trust banks.
24
OCC, “OCC Begins Accepting National Bank Charter Applications from Financial Technology
Companies.” News Release, July 2018. Available at https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/newsreleases/2018/nr-occ-2018-74.html
25
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. (2016) “Exploring Special Purpose National Bank Charters for
Fintech Companies.” December 2016. Available at https://www.occ.gov/topics/supervision-andexamination/responsible-innovation/comments/pub-special-purpose-nat-bank-charters-fintech.pdf
26
In Lacewell v. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, New York’s Department of Financial Services has
challenged the OCC’s SPNB charter, arguing that, because SPNBs do not combine deposit taking and
lending, they do not qualify as banks, and the OCC therefor lacks authority to charter them. The case is
now pending on appeal. In fact, the OCC has for some years given special charters to both credit card
“banks” and trust companies that do not combine lending and deposit taking, and has promulgated its
general authority to award charters to limited-purpose “banks” in a 2003 regulation. See 12 C.F.R. §
5.20(e)(1)(i). In “Modernizing the Bank Charter,” Wharton School legal scholar David Zaring argues on the
basis of these and other considerations, including the appropriateness of Chevron deference to the case,
that the OCC’s SPNB charter “should be deemed to be within the power of the Agency and a reasonable
interpretation of its statutory authority. For contrary arguments, see the amicus brief for Lacewell v. OCC.
David Zaring, “Modernizing the Bank Charter.” William & Mary Law Review, Vol. 61, Issue 5, 2020. Available
at https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3860&context=wmlr; Daniel Walfish,
“Lacewell v. OCC.” Amicus Brief. Available at
https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/files/financialregulation/files/clean_50.pdf
27
Lucas Siegmund, “A Fintech Charter by Another Name.” The Regulatory Review, November 2020.
Available at https://www.theregreview.org/2020/11/30/siegmund-fintech-charter-another-name/
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Comptroller. The OCC may nevertheless prevail, in which case it will be highly
desirable for the Fed’s master account assessment guidelines to accommodate fintechs
that secure OCC special charters by acknowledging their “narrow” status, and
automatically shunting their holders into its “fast lane” approval process.
***
By suggesting ways to improve upon the Board’s proposed guidelines, I hope I haven’t
given the impression that I consider any of them “easy” to implement. On the
contrary: I understand that they all involve details and difficulties that will require
some effort to work-out. Still, I hope that the Board of Governors won’t be deterred by
the challenges involved from considering my advice, and I thank it once again for
inviting me to offer it.
Sincerely,

George Selgin
Director
Center for Monetary and Financial Alternatives
Cato Institute

